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The University of Montana consists of the College of 
Arts and Sciences and professional schools of Business 
Administration, Education, Fine Arts, Forestry, 
Journalism, Law and Pharmacy and Allied Health 
Sciences. In addition, we maintain twenty-four research 
units consisting of specialized laboratories, institutes and 
centers. Off-campus facilities include the Biological 
Station at Yellow Bay on Flathead Lake in northwestern 
Montana, the Lubrecht Forest, which is the experimental 
forest for the School of Forestry east of Missoula, and the 
Geology Field Station in southwestern Montana. The 
University also maintains a Graduate School of Business 
Administration on the Malmstrom Air Force Base in 
Great Falls, Montana. Our faculty consists of 
approximately 460 scholars working with some 8,000 
undergraduate students and 1,500 graduate students.
This publication illustrates examples of current research 
and creative activities at the University. These 
contributions are as diverse as the University, reflecting 
work in the arts, the sciences and the professions. Within 
this diversity, there is a strong unifying thread of service to 
the people of Montana in addition to individual 
contributions to various scholarly disciplines.
Typifying the quality and variety of the University’s 
service to Montanans are the contributions made by the 
Montana Repertory Theatre, the Forest Conservation 
Experiment Station and the Bureau of Business and 
Economic Research. Our vision for the future is lit by 
bright prospects in many areas. One of the brightest is 
promised by our newest research unit, the Mansfield 
Center. The Center, named for Ambassador Mike 
Mansfield, UM alumnus and former faculty member, is 
dedicated to the study of ethics and public affairs.
The Mansfield Center will involve many University 
programs that contribute to the study of politics and 
economic development in the Pacific Rim countries — an 
area that will become increasingly important to the 
economic development of Montana.
The scholarly and creative activities of the faculty and 
students at UM not only enhance the quality of education 
at the University but also contribute to the intellectual, 
cultural and economic development of the state and 
region. The reports in this publication reflect the breadth 
and variety of that mission as well as the character of our 
University. We hope you will find them of interest and we 
would be pleased to supply additional information on 
these or other research activities.
Raymond C. Murray
Associate Vice President for Research 
and Dean of the Graduate School
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Distinguished Scholars
Recognizing that the vitality of a university depends greatly upon the quality of its research and other creative endeavor, 
the University of Montana treasures its outstanding scholars and artists. Each year at commencement one of that estimable 
company receives the Distinguished Scholar Award for achievement in research and creative ability. First given in 1980, the 
award carries a $1,000 honorarium from the UM Foundation. Recipients are selected by the University Research and 
Creative Activities Council from faculty nominated by their schools and departments.
William Carlos Williams, Marianne Moore, Ezra Pound. 
In 1980, he was honored at a White House salute to 
eminent American poets. He was editor of the Yale Series 
of Younger Poets, a post whose previous incumbents 
include Stephen Vincent Benet, Archibald MacLeish and 
W.H. Auden.
1980
Fred Shafizadeh, professor of 
chemistry and director of the Wood 
Chemistry Laboratory from 
September 1966 until his death in 
October 1983
Professor Shafizadeh* won an international reputation, 
countless honors and approximately $2 million in grants 
for his work on the chemistry of wood products, including 
studies of the ignition and fire spread of cellulosic 
materials and the conversion of plant materials to useful 
products. He held six patents, and the list of his 
publications in scientific journals fills eight typewritten
1983
Richard Field, professor of chemistry
pages.
1981
Horst Jarka, professor of German
Jarka’s major research, supported by grants from the 
Austrian government, the American Council of Learned 
Societies and the American Philosophical Society, deals 
with literature and cultural policies of Austria in the 1930s 
before the Nazi takeover in 1938. Jarka, who received his 
Ph.D. from the University of Vienna, has published 
numerous articles in American and European journals. He 
is an expert on Jura Soyfer, an Austrian writer who died 
in Buchenwald concentration camp in 1939. Jarka 
published the first English edition of Soyfer (1977) and 
Soyfer’s complete works in German (1980). His extensive 
critical study of Soyfer’s life and work will appear shortly. 
Jarka received UM’s Outstanding Teacher Award in 1967.
1982
Richard Hugo, director of the 
creative writing program from 1964 
until his death in 1982
The author of eight books of poems and a novel, Hugo 
won the Theodore Roethke Memorial Prize for 1976. In 
1981, he received the $10,000 Academy of American Poets 
Fellowship; among previous fellows: Robert Frost,
Field’s experiments are models for oscillating systems in 
engineering, physics, biology, medicine, economics and 
other areas, and his research has broad philosophical and 
practical implications. Applications of his work to fields 
outside chemistry are possible because of his success in 
extracting fundamental principles of oscillation from 
chemical reactions. One of a handful of physical chemists 
doing such research, he is often invited to speak at 
national and international scientific meetings. He is 
collaborating with Professor Maria Burger of the L. 
Eotvos University, Budapest, on a book on oscillating 
chemical reactions.
1984
Rudy Autio, professor of art
Autio, born in Butte, and Peter Voulkos, born in 
Bozeman—among the most influential figures in the 
development of American sculptural ceramics—worked 
together in Helena in the 1950s at the Archie Bray 
Foundation, which Autio directed until he came to UM in 
1957. Autio’s art has taken diverse forms, including large- 
scale relief murals for buildings. Recently, he has 
concentrated on hand-formed, slab-constructed, brush­
decorated stoneware pieces. Whatever his medium, he 
draws inspiration from and uses materials of his native 
landscapes. A retrospective of the celebrated ceramic 
sculptor’s work from 1952 to 1983 toured the United 
States in 1983-84.
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UM Forestry Professor Nellie Stark discusses 
forest ecology with two students at Lubrecht.
University of Montana 
Biological Station 
at Yellow Bay
The University of Montana Biological Station, on the 
east shore of Flathead Lake at Yellow Bay, is one of the 
oldest such facilities in the United States, and since the 
opening of its Freshwater Research Laboratory in 1981, it 
has become an international center for ecological studies.
The Flathead River-Lake System—one of the largest 
pristine aquatic ecosystems in the world—is a unique 
laboratory for fundamental ecological research. But work 
done by station scientists also has practical application. 
The scientists gather the information needed to identify 
and correct problems and prevent system degradation. 
This information is useful to agencies managing river and 
lake environments. For example, the station has 
conducted critical baseline studies of the ecosystem for the 
federal Flathead River Basin Study Commission and is 
monitoring the lakes of Glacier National Park.
The station’s setting, with its water, timber, wildlife and 
energy-related natural resources, makes it an ideal outdoor 
summer classroom for investigators of all areas of natural 
history and biology. Its summer academic program brings 
together college students, high school science teachers and 
others from all points of the compass to study with UM 
faculty, station scientists and visiting researchers.
Montana Forest and 
Conservation Experiment 
Station at Lubrecht
The Montana Forest and Conservation Experiment 
Station has an important role in Montana’s economic 
future. The forest products industry, with 15 percent of 
the total, ties with mining as the second largest 
component of the Montana economy.
The 1983 Legislature established the Mission Oriented 
Research Program within the Station to develop a 
statewide' forest inventory, estimate productivity of 
Montana forest lands, and develop management 
guidelines to increase the long-term yield of Montana 
forests.
The Station is equal to this important work. Its staff, 
the faculty of the UM School of Forestry, represents 
broad theoretical and applied expertise spanning the full 
range of forest resource uses. The Lubrecht, the school’s 
30,000-acre forest thirty miles from the University 
campus, is ideally located close to six national forests and 
surrounded by private timber and range land. In the fall 
of 1983 the Station opened a $683,000 state-of-the-art 
Forestry Research Center at Lubrecht. This facility, built 
entirely with private funds, is now the site of important 
research, integrating ecological knowledge and pressing 
problems in natural resource management.
University of Montana 5
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Preserving Native American languages
Mattina holds a one-inch computer chip that contains all 
twenty-three Salish languages.
Historically, Native American languages have been 
spoken but not written. Attempts have been made to 
write the languages using the English alphabet, but many 
of the sounds cannot be accurately represented by 
existing English letters or combinations of letters. As a 
result, previous attempts at writing the languages, 
including attempts by the Jesuits, have been inexact and 
unsystematic.
Now, however, advanced technology developed by 
members of the University of Montana anthropology 
faculty makes the printing of complicated linguistic 
symbols accessible and inexpensive.
Anthony Mattina, associate professor of anthropology, 
who has written a grammar of the Colville Indian 
language, has developed a typesetting font that can be 
used to write Salish. Salish is the language spoken by the 
Flathead Indians in northwestern Montana but is also the 
term used to refer to several related languages spoken by 
various tribes located in the Northwest and British 
Columbia, including the Okanagan nation.
The computerized writing system that Mattina has 
developed will help preserve languages and oral traditions 
that are in immediate danger of extinction. Colville is 
spoken by only a few elders on the Colville reservation in 
northern Washington. The new writing system will also 
be invaluable to scholars who now will be able to 
reconstruct and reinterpret a wealth of information 
contained in nineteenth-century Jesuit documents.
The font, which was modeled after IBM typing 
elements, consists of about sixty characters patterned 
after the International Phonetic Alphabet. The characters 
represent the sounds spoken in all twenty-three Salish
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languages. The English alphabet, by comparison, has 
twenty-six letters. The new font cost $4,000 to develop 
and is commercially available for $175. It can be used to
write down any North American Indian language and, 
Mattina says, there are hundreds of Indian languages that 
have no systematic written tradition. Scholars in several 
western states and Canada are already using the font.
Native Americans are taking a renewed interest in 
speaking and preserving their languages, Mattina said.
“Twenty years ago, parents didn’t want their children to
speak their native language. They wanted them to 
compete in the white man’s world and speak the white 
man’s language. Indian children also were forbidden to 
speak their language in Indian schools.”
As a result, few Native Americans, especially those 
near urban areas, know how to speak their own 
languages. When he first went to the Colville Reservation 
in 1968, Mattina said there were no Indians on the tribal 
council who could speak their native tongue.
Today the old attitudes are changing. Native 
Americans are once again proud of their heritage. But 
time is running out to save their traditions. Many of the 
elders who still speak the language are dying, and the 
task of recording the oral traditions is of critical
importance.
Mattina is using the new equipment to transcribe 
several volumes of Colville stories that were told by Peter 
J. Seymour, a Colville Indian who died in 1979 at the age 
of 83. One of his stories took six hours to relate and is 
the longest Salish story known to exist. The first volume 
is being published by the University of Arizona Press.
Mattina has also been commissioned to write an 
Okanagan grammar by the British Columbia Provincial 
Museum in Victoria. In addition, he has compiled a 
10,000-word dictionary of the Colville-Okanagan 
language, a task he and a part-time staff member
A computer font designed by Mattina can be 
used to write down any North American Indian 
language.
completed in the remarkably short time of five years. 
Most dictionaries, by contrast, require large contingents 
of workers.
Mattina hopes to obtain grants to prepare additional 
materials in Salish, including texts, grammars, stories and 
other dictionaries.
“All we need at this point is some financial support. 
We have the know-how, the hardware, the software and 
materials to edit.”
Detail from Mattina’s Colville
Dictionary.
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Bureau off Business and Economic Research
Bureau of Business and Economic Research 
keeps a finger on Montana's business pulse
Paul Polzin giving an Economic Outlook Seminar.
Some Montanans—tots in nursery school, maybe, or 
sheepherders who seldom get to town—may never have 
heard of the Bureau of Business and Economic Research 
at the University of Montana. But all Montanans are 
affected by what the bureau does.
Established in 1948 as the research arm of the School of 
Business Administration, the Bureau gathers, analyzes and 
disseminates information about state issues and problems 
in economics and business. Because those issues and 
problems, directly or indirectly, touch the lives of 
everybody in the state, everybody benefits from a better 
understanding of them.
Maxine C. Johnson, director of the Bureau, heads a 
staff that includes professionals who specialize in regional 
economic research, forest-product industry research, 
survey research, and other fields. Some Bureau researchers 
study state and local economic trends; some are experts on 
public opinion surveys; others are authorities on timber 
resource-use. Together they cover the gamut of business 
and economic issues faced by the state.
Every year the Bureau analyzes the state economy and 
also the economies of several Montana cities. The results 
are presented at public Economic Outlook Seminars each 
winter in the cities studied.
The Bureau and the Great Falls Tribune co-sponsor the 
Montana Poll, a quarterly survey that gauges public 
opinion on economic and political issues. This reading of
8 University of Montana
Maxine Johnson
the public pulse is widely reported in the media.
The information that comes out of the Economic 
Outlook Seminars and the Montana Poll, along with that 
from other Bureau projects, is published in the Montana 
Business Quarterly.
The Quarterly, which has been published by the Bureau 
for more than twenty years, won the first publications
The Quarterly was judged superior in overall 
quality, writing and editing, content and layout.
award given by the Association of Business and 
Economics Research (AUBER), in 1983. The magazine 
was judged superior in overall quality, writing and editing, 
content and layout.
The AUBER award is presented to the outstanding 
periodical in business and economic research within the 
association. AUBER has more than 150 member economic 
and business research units representing colleges and 
universities in six countries and forty-four states.
On June 20, 1983, the Bureau entered into a contract 
with the Montana Department of Commerce to develop 
and operate a Montana Economic Reporting and 
Forecasting System. To avoid the acronym MERFS, the 
Bureau refers to the system as Economics Montana. The 
agreement calls for regular briefing of state government 
officials by Bureau staff and other Montana University 
System economists.
Economics Montana is part of the “Build Montana” 
program set in motion in 1983 by executive and legislative 
action. It represents a joint effort of the Montana 
University System and state government to provide public 
and private decision makers with current economic 
information and forecasts of future economic conditions.
The project is headquartered in the Bureau offices on 
the UM campus. Paul E. Polzin, a UM business professor 
and a Bureau researcher, heads the reporting and 
forecasting system. Economists from UM, Montana State 
University, Bozeman, and Montana College of Mineral 
Science and Technology, Butte, are cooperating in its 
development.
The Montana Business Quarterly, which has been published 
by the Bureau for more than twenty years, received the 
prestigeous A UBER award in 1983.
Bureau Director Johnson was instrumental in bringing 
Economics Montana into being. She sees it as a natural 
extension of the service and research the bureau has been 
performing for Montana for nearly four decades.
“The forecasting system doesn’t fundamentally change 
our function, but it broadens our scope,” she says. “We 
think we can use our research experience and knowledge 
of Montana to build a forecasting system that will give 
policy-makers some of the information they need to make 
wise decisions about matters that affect us all.”
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Chemistry
Decoding the secrets of ribosomes
Walter Hill, University of Montana professor of 
chemistry, squints through his glasses as he measures a 
tiny amount of radioactive adenosine triphosphate (ATP) 
with a micropipet and deposits it into a small test tube 
containing several other chemicals.
To make sure that the drop of ATP slid down the side 
of the tube and dissolved in the solution, Hill waves the 
tube in front of a Geiger counter. The machine pops and 
crackles a response.
“It’s hot,” Hill says.
Hill is working with ribosomes, the area in human and 
plant cells where proteins are made for every kind of 
tissue and function. He’s fascinated by the process in 
which one nucleic acid tells another what kind of protein 
to make—hair, fingernail, muscle, among many other 
kinds—and how that message is decoded inside the 
double-bodied ribosome. He explains that the 
deoxyribose nucleic acid (DNA) contains all the genetic 
information the cell needs to function. The DNA
Hill equates the ribosome to a protein factory.
transfers this information to ribonucleic acid (RNA) 
which in turn takes the same information to the ribosome 
where the message is decoded and protein made.
In this particular experiment, he hopes to bind the 
“blueprint” acid DNA to its copy, RNA, where the RNA 
protrudes from within the ribosome. If the binding is 
successful, Hill will have a better idea of where the RNA 
may project from the ribosome and which proteins 
appear in the area of information exchange between the 
ribosome and the RNA.
Hill equates the ribosome to a protein factory—a label 
that emphasizes its almost machine-like function of 
producing millions of proteins upon command from the 
RNA.
So far, he has studied the ribosome’s shape and 
composition and has isolated several of the fifty-five 
proteins inside the ribosome. He hopes to build a three- 
dimensional model of the ribosome that will show how 
the linear RNA strand folds up inside each subunit and 
where the pieces of the strand may stick out.
Hill got started on this research project through 
serendipity, he says, while still a graduate student at the 
University of Wisconsin-Madison. In the last fifteen 
years, he has received more than $1 million in grants 
from the National Institutes of Health and National 
Science Foundation to continue his study, with the help 
of several UM chemistry students. He is one of the few 
researchers still probing ribosomal structure, and 
although he’s performing basic research, his findings 
could have important ramifications for cancer- and other 
disease-related research.
“The ribosome is a fundamental control point,” he 
says. “If you can stop protein synthesis, then you can 
stop the cell from growing and regenerating.”
By exploring protein synthesis, the heart of molecular 
biology, researchers can distinguish between normal and 
abnormal protein production at the site of its 
manufacture.
“In a cancer cell, the protein synthesis may be faulty,” 
says Hill. “To understand that, we have to know how a 
normal cell works.”
That understanding could also help doctors treat 
diseases. One of the problems with chemotherapy and 
antibiotics, he says, is their nonspecificity; “they stop the 
‘bad’ cells from reproducing but also kill normal cells.”
Researchers have also learned that ribosomes play an 
important yet mysterious role in immunology. Ralph 
Judd, University of Montana assistant professor of 
microbiology, says ribosomes are good at eliciting 
immunological responses.
Judd has incorporated some of Hill’s findings and 
expertise at isolating ribosomal proteins in his research 
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on Neisseria gonorrhoeae, the bacterium that causes 
gonorrhea. Using recent advances in peptide analysis, 
Judd is able to identify a critical section of the cell 
membrane where he thinks ribosomal proteins move to 
the outer membrane.
The two scientists hope to use the reactivity of the 
ribosomal antibodies as a diagnostic tool for gonorrhea 
and other bacterial diseases. They say this technique 
could trim diagnostic time from days to hours. A 
gonorrhea vaccine may even be possible based on their 
research—but the scientists modestly refuse to get ahead 
of themselves.
“The ribosome is a complex molecule,” says Judd. 
“Our immediate goal is to see how it works.”
An analytical ultracentrifuge spins 
samples in the rotor Hill is holding at a 
rate of up to 70,000 revolutions per 
minute. Centrifuging enables Hill to 
analyze the size and composition of the 
miscroscopic ribosomal proteins.
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Communication Sciences and Disorders
Jamie Ruffatto of Poplar encourages a response from LaShawn Riggenbach while Maureen McMahon of Helena records the results. LaShawn 
is the daughter of Ginger and Meryl Riggenbach of Missoula. Ruffatto and McMahon, University of Montana graduate students, assist 
UM assistant professor Barbara Bain in researching the treatment of children’s language disorders.
Help and hope for children with language disorders
Preschool children with language disorders may not need 
so much treatment as some clinicians have thought, says 
Barbara Bain, assistant professor of communication 
sciences and disorders at the University of Montana.
Bain, who has researched the treatment of children’s 
language disorders for four years, was surprised to find 
that stopping treatment when a child responds correctly 50 
percent of the time is just as effective as continuing it until 
the problem is solved—and cutting treatment time short 
puts less strain on taxpayers, facilities and the children’s 
families.
The procedure Bain uses in her research is to establish 
the desired behavior and let maturation develop it.
Bain began her research while working for her doctorate
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at the University of Washington. She collaborates with 
Lesley Olswang, a UW professor, who is doing similar 
research.
Bain has completed studies in three areas of the 
treatment of language disorders and is working on a 
fourth. In each study, Bain works with a small number of 
children who are in the language-learning stage between 2 
and 6 years of age.
The first study explored the effectiveness of various 
therapy materials. Through pictures and object 
manipulation, Bain attempted to find what most 
stimulates children to learn and concluded that different 
children learn best with different materials.
During this time, she also began to try to discover the 
point at which progress could proceed independently of 
therapy.
The results of the second study convinced Bain that 
treatment could often be withdrawn when the client was 
producing the desired behavior 50 percent of the time, and 
progress would continue through natural growth. Prior 
research had recommended achieving up to 75 percent 
correct response, and most clinicians aimed for 90-100 
percent before withdrawing therapy.
The procedure Bain used in reaching this conclusion 
included treating a “target,” or specific problem, until the 
correct response was obtained 50 percent of the time. Bain 
then withdrew treatment on the target and began therapy 
on another target. Occasionally checking up on the first 
target, Bain found it necessary to reintroduce treatment in 
only one of four cases.
She emphasizes, however, that results will vary 
depending on the age of the child when treatment was 
introduced.
The third study focused on methods of measuring 
results. While a child may say treatment words correctly at 
the clinic, the words are not always used in day-to-day 
situations. Bain also attempted to elicit non-treatment 
words from the children, and with the help of their 
parents, obtained everyday language samples. She found 
that the words produced in everyday conversation did 
reflect the children’s performances at the clinic.
Currently, Bain is experimenting with ways to 
encourage children to use the words practiced in therapy 
on their own. She is also trying to determine what types of 
children benefit from what types of treatment.
If a child still has problems when the research is 
completed, he or she may be enrolled in regular therapy.
“Clients are not just treated as subjects and forgotten 
when the research project ends,” Bain said, and she tries to 
do a follow-up on each dismissed child.
Next, Bain would like to begin research to determine the 
best time to start treatment. She also hopes to study 
treatment of language disorders in school-age children.
In her research Bain uses the facilities of the Speech, 
Hearing and Language Clinic operated by the Department 
of Communication Sciences and Disorders—but she will 
have to find additional support in the form of research 
grants if her studies are to continue.
Bain believes the maturation process plays a key 
role in therapy.
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Drama/Dance
Pride and joy—The arts enable the disabled
Angie Leprohon and David Nimick use a bow and 
arrow, a musical saw, bagpipes, a hammer dulcimer and 
other props to explain and demonstrate origins and types 
of musical instruments.
Under the auspices of Young Audiences Inc., they have 
presented their program in schools throughout Montana. 
The day they did it in the University Center at the 
University of Montana was different. This time their 
audience was not a regular school class but a group of 
developmentally disabled people of widely divergent ages 
and abilities.
It was a first for the performers and the audience. The 
occasion was a Very Special Arts Festival—and to watch 
the reactions of the artists and the audience was to see why 
the “Very Special” in the festival title is so apt.
The musical program and the activities in visual arts, 
video, poetry and dance during the three-day festival made 
manifest the power of the arts to enlighten and enrich. The 
participants—most of them from special-education classes 
in western Montana schools—stretched themselves to their 
limits to shape a lump of clay, to share in movement 
activities with able peers, and to respond to questions 
about musical instruments. Their pride in 
accomplishment—their pure joy in music and movement— 
were wonderful to behold.
The Very Special Arts Festival program in Montana 
grew out of a proposal submitted in 1979 to the National 
Committee, Arts for the Handicapped (NCAH) by Nancy 
BrooksSchmitz, associate professor of drama/dance at the 
University of Montana. The NCAH, an educational 
affiliate of the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing 
Arts in Washington, D.C., funded the project in 1980.
The UM project, Magic Movers Two, conducted an 
intensive drama and creative movement program for 
twenty weeks for 250 special-education students in 
Missoula County.
Along with her work with the students, BrooksSchmitz 
presented workshops for teachers and produced a 
videotape and teacher-training manual titled “To Feel, to 
Move, to Dance.” Portions of the film were shown in May 
1981 on the Today Show. The segment was introduced by 
Jean Kennedy Smith and Ernest Boyer.
In 1981, the NCAH funded a project that paired gifted 
and handicapped students in a performance that was given 
in Missoula elementary schools and at Very Special Arts 
Festivals in Washington and British Columbia. A total of 
3,000 people saw it.
BrooksSchmitz then wrote a guidebook, “Bears, Princes 
and Enchantments,” for teachers interested in developing 
similar projects.
The first Montana Very Special Arts Festival program 
was funded for 1982-83 with grants from the NCAH and 
the Montana Arts Council. That year saw regional 
festivals given in Missoula and Glendive and minifestivals 
in Billings and Forsythe. In-service teacher workshops 
were offered in those communities. The program served 
1,000 students and adults.
The NCAH and the MAC granted funding again for 
1983-84 for projects that include in-service workshops and 
festivals—in Missoula, Bozeman and Miles City—and the 
establishment of a non-profit corporation, Very Special 
Arts Montana, to develop, sustain and expand 
programming and funding.
The grants also support the Montana Sign Weavers, a 
group consisting of seven elementary pupils in the 
Missoula District 1 Speech and Hearing Impaired 
Program and one student from the Montana State School
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Their pride in accomplishment—their pure 
joy in music and movement—were wonderful 
to behold.
Nancy BrooksSchmitz gets a second grader at Franklin School into the spirit of the Very Special Arts program.
for the Deaf and Blind in Great Falls. The children, who 
range in age from 6 to 14, are directed by Barbara 
Blomgren, teacher of the hearing impaired at Franklin 
Elementary School in Missoula.
The group was chosen to represent the Montana Very 
Special Arts Festival program at the National Very 
Special Arts Festival in Washington, D.C., May 23-26, 
1984. The festival celebrated the tenth anniversary of the 
NCAH.
BrooksSchmitz, Blomgren and Ruth Skaggs, teacher’s 
aide at Franklin School, went to Washington with the 
Montana Sign Weavers. The Montanans stayed at 
Gallaudet College and took part in a program at the 
Kennedy Center that included workshops, demonstrations, 
performances and exhibitions.
BrooksSchmitz is a regional adviser to the NCAH, and 
she has sparked Montana’s effort to accomplish the 
NCAH goal of making opportunities for learning, 
creativity and achievement through the arts accessible to 
everybody.
She envisions the new Very Special Arts Montana 
organization as a catalyst for the development of 
programs that will integrate the arts into the lives of 
Montanans with disabilities and bring those with 
handicaps into the mainstream of educational and cultural 
activities.
“Very Special Arts Montana will mobilize the resources 
of all the state’s arts and educational organizations in the 
service of our handicapped,” she said. “I’m excited about 
that.”
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On tour with the Rep—Quality theater comes to the West
A top-notch professional touring company operating out 
of Missoula, Montana, appears to be something of an 
anomaly. But Montana has a long and strong tradition of 
theater dating to the days of the roistering mining camps 
when the newly affluent paid handsomely to import 
Culture from the East Coast. New York’s brightest stars lit 
up the stages of opera houses in Butte and Helena.
That tradition is kept alive and well by the Montana 
Repertory Theatre, headquartered at the University of 
Montana. Company personnel are selected by audition in 
New York, Los Angeles, Seattle and Missoula. The MRT 
employs highly trained and talented directors, actors and 
designers, who work under an Actors’ Equity contract.
The technical crew of this travelwise company can adapt 
to any situation, setting up anywhere there is enough room 
and power—a theater, a gymnasium, a hotel ballroom. 
And they bring their own lights, sound, sets and costumes.
From mid-February until about May 1, the MRT is on 
In the MRT production Tintypes, which toured in 1984, Steve Abel begins the show as a greenhorn right off the boat, but by the 
end of the evening he's an all-American vaudeville star.
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the road. The company travels ten thousand miles to take 
two productions to between thirty-five and forty-five cities 
and hamlets in Washington, Oregon, Wyoming, Colorado, 
Utah and Montana.
Plays presented during recent tours are Children of a 
Lesser God by Mark Medoff and Tintypes conceived by 
Mary Kyte with Mel Marvin and Gary Pearle, 1984; The 
Importance of Being Earnest by Oscar Wilde and On 
Golden Pond by Ernest Thompson, 1983; Chapter Two by 
Neil Simon and Private Lives by Noel Coward, 1982; 
Arms and the Man by Bernard Shaw and The Lion in 
Winter by James Goldman, 1981; Who’s Afraid of 
Virginia Woolf? by Edward Albee, 1979; and A Moon for 
the Misbegotten by Eugene O’Neill, 1978.
Most of the fifteen thousand people the MRT entertains 
during the tour live in communities too small to support 
their own professional theater companies. Many of them 
would rarely see a polished professional show if it were 
not for the MRT, which is the only company using 
members of Actors’ Equity Association north of Denver 
between Minneapolis and Seattle.
Montana is proud of the MRT. The company received 
the 1983 Montana Arts Council/Governor’s Arts Award 
for Performance. In a letter nominating the MRT for the 
award, Michael Grove, president of the First National 
Bank of White Sulphur Springs, described an experience 
common to the small communities in which the company 
performs when he wrote:
“Once a year a special magic comes to White Sulphur 
Springs. For a couple of hours, our high school 
gymnasium becomes a twentieth-century castle of Henry II 
of England, a modern-day flat in Manhattan, or a crypt 
that houses a vampire. The creator of this magic is the 
Montana Repertory Theater.”
The MRT entertains, and it also educates, providing 
workshops in a variety of theater skills and topics for 
community theaters and college groups. Because the MRT 
considers the educational aspect of theater an integral part 
of its identity, it selects actors for teaching as well as 
acting ability.
The MRT performing and teaching program for high 
school, college and community groups is available for a 
half week or two days. The company can conduct three 
workshops a day and do up to three performances during 
a residency.






Dracula tries to seduce 
the delicate Mina in a 
scene from Count 
Dracula.
A mischievous Truffaldino 
relishes the wine he sneaked 
from his master’s dinner in 
the Servant of Two Masters.
The total MRT program is ambitious—and costly—but 
its quality attracts support from several sources. Box­
office receipts and fees for residencies are supplemented by 
aid from the University of Montana and its School of Fine 
Arts and Department of Drama/Dance.
Additional support comes from the National 
Endowment for the Arts, the Montana Arts Council, the 
Council’s Artists-in-Schools Program, the Western States 
Arts Foundation Touring Program, Champion 
International Corporation, First Bank System of 
Montana, Mobil Corporation, Montana Power Company, 
and the Ila B. Dousman Trust.
These contributors have the satisfaction of knowing that 
without their investment, a major cultural resource of a 
broad geographic area would not exist.
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English
Beyond cowboys and Indians—
Tracing the development of Montana literature
To wagonloads of settlers, the West promised unlimited 
opportunities and plenty of land. Early trappers made 
fortunes on beaver pelts and lived a lifestyle rugged and 
free. Trading posts hugged first the riverbanks and later 
the trails and passes leading westward.
But the West of journalist Horace Greeley, who in the 
1840s said “Go West, young man, go West,” was 
presented as a paradise of land and weather. A West that 
may have been the hope of a cramped Europe and eastern 
United States became the despair of those who tried
Around 1890 there were few or no women in Glendive, Montana, so when the cowboys got together and didn’t have anything 
else to do, they turned to dancing with the only partners available.
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cultivating the arid plains only to lose what they had.
Western literature reflects this sense of despair, says 
William Bevis, UM professor of English, who teaches the 
subject. His book, Montana Writers, which will be 
finished next year, traces historical events and intellectual 
movements as they shape a distinctive Western 
consciousness.
The book, aimed at a general Montana audience, will 
include anecdotes, biographical information and critical 
remarks on influential Western authors Lewis and Clark, 
Andrew Garcia, A.B. Guthrie, Richard Hugo, James 
Welch, Ivan Doig and Norman Maclean. The works range 
from early trapper journals to recent poetry and novels.
Bevis says Montana literature can be divided into four 
movements which follow trends in European and other 
American literature: documents and journals from the 
19th century; the romantic period of 1900-1940, 
characterized by popular adventure tales of the mythic 
“Big West”; the realistic revolt against romantic writing 
beginning in the 1940s and including Guthrie’s The Big Sky, 
the modern period beginning in 1960 and including authors 
such as Hugo, Welch, Maclean, and Doig who were more 
interested in psychological themes than in adventure stories.
Bevis says Montana literature has its roots in the West’s 
heritage as an “out-of-power” region. Europe and the East 
Coast were the cultural, political, economic and 
intellectual centers when the frontier opened in the 19th 
century. Because the West was relegated to colonial status, 
its literature often celebrates the underdog and emphasizes 
antisocial attitudes.
Despair and a sense of loss are also central issues. 
Pioneers rarely found the mythic western paradise of 
newspaper reports and cowboy novels. Instead, harsh 
conditions forced them to constantly struggle and endure. 
Bevis says a certain despondency arose from the 
disappearance of the virgin land.
“Probably because of population expansion and 
industrialization, Europeans in the nineteenth century 
were beginning to hate society and love nature,” he says. 
“The west as a ‘wilderness’ that would save us was very 
important. But as Luther Standing Bear has said, the 
Indians lived in villages, not in wilderness. Wilderness 
was a white invention.”
Bevis says the disappearance of the buffalo and the 
beaver and the Indian’s rapid demise exemplified the 
West’s fragility and limits, but the novels of the romantic 
and realistic periods didn’t adequately approach those 
issues. Montana literature really came into its own, he 
says, when Hugo began publishing his poetry in the 1960s. 
His poetry influenced authors such as Welch and Rick 
DeMarinis, and by 1970, authors such as Doig and 
Maclean were writing highly sensitive, observant stories on 
recent Montana history. Their works strive for an 
understanding of a Western lifestyle while rejecting 
stereotypes of the dime-store novels. Humility and respect 
for the land replace the desire to dominate. The despair, 
however, remains. “This is not the literature of a 
progressive frontier,” Bevis says.
These women were cooks for threshing crews near Buffalo, 
southwest of Lewistown, Montana.
A Danish immigrant living near Dagmar in northeastern 
Montana was proud of his new tractor.
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Edwin Burke shows examples of the I-beam construction.
Small trees, big results: 
New uses for lodgepole pine
Lodgepole pine may be the tree of the future, according 
to University of Montana and U.S. Forest Service 
researchers who have pioneered designs for making the 
slim trees into building beams.
Initial tests indicate that an I-beam constructed with 
flanges of lodgepole pine stems and webs of flakeboard or 
plywood is stronger than a two-by-twelve-inch solid wood 
beam.
According to Edwin J. Burke, assistant professor of 
forestry at UM, the developments could open up new 
industry and jobs and use millions of acres of otherwise 
non-productive lodgepole forests to produce a lightweight 
and economical building material.
Burke and Peter Koch, U.S. Forest Service researcher 
and UM faculty affiliate, have been the principal 
investigators in the eleven-month Forest Service and UM 
cooperative research project.
The project’s funding was based on an $11,180 Forest 
Service grant and $9,000 in UM funds through the 
Montana Forest and Conservation Experiment Station. 
Various materials, worth over $1,000, were donated by 
Champion International Corp, in Missoula, Plum Creek 
Lumber of Columbia Falls, Trus Joint Corp, of Boise, 
Idaho, and Borden Chemical, Springfield, Oregon.
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With their preliminary designs already in hand, Burke 
and Koch began the project in February 1983, harvesting 
the lodgepole timber in western Montana locations.
Working on manufacturing and testing equipment they 
designed and built themselves, Koch and Burke 
constructed several specimens of floor joists during the 
summer. They used a laboratory adjoining Burke’s faculty 
office, a classroom which converted temporarily into a 
lumber room in the UM Forestry Building and laboratory 
facilities at Koch’s laboratory in Corvallis.
The first model is called “Montana Pole Joist” under a 
patent application held jointly by Burke and Koch for UM 
and the U.S. Forest Service. It is made from two lengths 
of debarked lodgepole pine two-to-four inches in diameter 
at the small end, joined by a three-eighths-inch web of 
flakeboard or plywood.
The second model, as yet unnamed under a patent 
application held by Koch and the Forest Service, is made 
of stems that have been split in half lengthwise and joined 
to the flakeboard or plywood on the rounded sides, 
leaving the flat sides exposed.
Test data, analyses and interpretations were reported in 
December 1983. Since then, Burke and Koch have spoken 
on their findings and techniques at several international 
forestry and wood products industry meetings in the 
United States and Canada.
The research team is planning more designs and 
experiments to expand on their original concepts. Plans 
insulation materials. The research also will look into 
manufacturing and marketing methods.
The project gives UM forestry students the opportunity 
to participate in pioneering research. Burke’s students who 
have assisted in the project are learning about wood­
adhesives technology and research techniques that have 
enabled them to help test new concepts.
The researchers are enthusiastic about the project’s 
possible beneficial effects on western forests. Burke points 
out that the Forest Service often pays for lodgepole pine 
to be cleared and burned to make way for more 
productive timber stands.
Though lodgepole pine is used for firewood, fence posts, 
corral poles, building studs and pulp, the amount available 
exceeds the demand. If more lodgepole pine could be 
harvested for practical use instead of lost to insects and 
fire, both people and forests would benefit.
Plans call for building 28-foot-long beams to 
span houses from wall to wall without 
intermediate supports.
call for designing, building and testing 28-foot-long beams 
to span houses from wall to wall without intermediate 
supports.
Burke says these exceptionally long clear-spans provide 
a maximum of usable space and construction flexibility 
beneath the floors while saving on labor and materials 
costs.
Research tests also will evaluate the effects of holes 
through the beams for plumbing, electricity and heat 
conduits; the use and design of braces; and effects of
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Up from the sea: 
'Lost' continents 
in the Andes and Rockies?
S ixteen-thousand feet above sea level is not usually the 
place to find ocean reefs—unless the reefs have become 
mountains, as it appears many have done in both South 
and North America during the last 230 million years.
George Stanley Jr., an associate professor of geology at 
the University of Montana, has collected marine-fossil 
specimens above the 16,000-foot level in hopes that they 
might tell him if mountains in Peru and Alaska originated 
in the same Southern Hemisphere ocean beds eons ago.
Geologists have recently discovered large rock masses in 
Alaska and the Northwest that they suspect did not form 
in North America. The masses are called displaced 
terranes and little is known about where they may have 
originated.
For several years Stanley has been working in the North 
American West on a paleontological project investigating 
the “suspect” or “displaced-terrane” theory. He went to 
Peru in the summer of 1983 for the Smithsonian 
Institution to study fossil reef-like deposits, make 
comparisons with his North American findings and set up 
future research sites.
In 1984 he received an additional $110,000 from the 
National Science Foundation, through the Montanans on 
a New Track for Science (MONTS) program. The grant 
pays for travel, equipment and assistants to gather 
paleontological evidence and study fossils.
In the summer of 1984, Stanley led a team in search of 
fossil evidence in the Wrangell Mountains National Park 
in central Alaska, which is accessible only by helicopter. 
The other members of the party were Fraka Harmsen, a 
postdoctoral researcher from New Zealand, and Stanley’s 
assistant, John Rittel, a geology and anthropology major 
from Wolf Creek, Montana.
Part of the project is to study limestone under a
George Stanley holds a sample containing marine fossils that 
may provide a clue to the displaced-terrane theory.
microscope after the rock has been sliced, or sectioned, 
thin enough for light to pass through. Harmsen tries to 
determine how the rocks were deposited and compares 
thin-sectioned fossils with those Stanley found earlier.
Steven Sheriff, a UM assistant professor of geology 
specializing in paleomagnetics, will take rock samples 
from fossil areas in Peru and orient them with respect to 
both present and original magnetic pole directions. This 
information, correlated with Stanley’s data, will help 
determine the positions of the ancient rocks at the time 
they were deposited and from which they began their long 
migration across the Pacific Ocean.
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According to the displaced-terrane theory, great 
lateral faults displaced tropical reef-like fossils 
thousands of miles northward.
Stanley, Harmsen and Sheriff collected rock and fossil 
samples from sites up to 16,000 feet in the central 
Peruvian high plains. These samples, with those from 
Stanley’s previous trips to Peru, Alaska and the 
Northwest, will be analyzed and compared with each other 
to shed more light on the suspect-terrane theory. In a new 
laboratory the University is installing to aid Stanley’s 
research, Stanley will be able to use acids safely to dissolve 
away rock from fossils, freeing the ancient remains for close 
study.
Stanley’s study of Triassic Period corals and other 
fossils in the mountains of Peru, Alaska and the 
northwestern United States have been aimed at explaining 
the early evolution of coral reefs and testing theories about 
the origins of “lost” Pacific continents and islands that 
once may have been scattered across the ocean.
Rocks he studies are 230 million years old and contain 
the limey shells of marine fossils. They are believed to be 
parts of islands that repeatedly collided with North 
America and perhaps also South America during their 
long voyage across the Pacific.
Later these rocks were displaced northward, perhaps 
thousands of miles, by great lateral faults in the earth similar 
to the San Andreas fault of California. These faults moved 
the remains of tropical, reef-like fossils to present-day 
Alaska and the Yukon.
Stanley said his research, using fossil sample 
distributions, should provide information to determine 
ancient geographic positions of the mountains and test the 
theories about their movements.
“Remnant magnetism discovered in some rocks of 
Alaska and the Northwest shows that they originated in 
tropical latitudes far to the south of where they are now,” 
Stanley said. His comparative studies of reef-type fossils in 
North America may provide supporting evidence.
Most of the rocks formed during the Triassic Period 
were volcanic rocks, marine shale and limestone. The 
limestone was formed largely from the limey shells of 
small marine invertebrates.
By the Late Tertiary Period, some 20 million years ago, 
most of the new mountainous terrane of western North 
America was built.
On his wav up to 16,000 feet, Stanley pauses at about 6,000feet near the Maranon River in north central Peru.
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Making strides in physical fitness
T hrough his several major research projects on exercise 
and physical performance, Brian J. Sharkey has competed 
with cross-country skiers, waded through Panamanian 
jungles with U.S, Marine Corps trainees and braved 
flames with U.S. Forest Service firefighters.
This side-by-side participation with his research subjects 
helps Sharkey to communicate with them and experience 
firsthand the rigors of their physical and psychological 
performance.
At age 46 this University of Montana professor remains 
fit and able to perform alongside 20-year-old Marine 
recruits.
Since joining the UM faculty in 1964, Sharkey has been 
investigating the physiology of exercise and physical 
performance in the Human Performance Laboratory at 
UM. He has created several physical training programs 
that have earned national and international attention.
After joining the UM health and physical education
Brian Sharkey, right, adjusts 
equipment monitoring 
oxygen intake during a 
roller-skiing endurance test.
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Sharkey’s development of fitness and endurance 
tests have brought him national recognition.
faculty, Sharkey began working with the U.S. Forest 
Service to test the physical fitness of firefighters. He and 
his colleagues developed an exercise program that received 
a U.S. Department of Agriculture superior service award. 
The nationwide program has helped thousands of federal 
employees become fit. The program includes fitness tests 
and a fitness running and exercise trail. Runners on the 
trail stop at stations along their way to do muscular fitness 
exercises. The trails have been built on more than 200 
sites, including national parks and forests and state and 
local recreation areas.
Sharkey is doing similar work for the U.S. Marine 
Corps. He is part of a research team which is considering 
long-term revision of the Marines’ fitness programs. 
Sharkey has studied the physical demands of the Corps’ 
operations, including mountain- and jungle-environment 
maneuvers, in various climates. Using information from 
these situations, Sharkey and the team will develop and 
field test fitness tests and progress.
Before running and general physical fitness workouts 
became nationally popular, Sharkey was researching the 
physiology of those activities, finding that they produced 
desirable effects, developing practical applications and 
publishing articles and books about his results.
Sharkey’s early research emphasized the physiology and 
benefits of fitness. He has published many sports-medicine 
journal articles and several books and has produced a 
television course outlining his findings, theories and the 
practical developments he has tested.
Sharkey’s development of fitness and endurance tests 
brought him to the attention of the Nike Corporation, 
which asked him to help test the efficiency of an 
experimental running shoe in 1980. Nike sent 1980 
Olympic Marathon Trials winner Anthony Sandoval and 
other top marathoners to the Lab to run in Sharkey’s tests 
to determine whether the shoes could improve a runner’s 
performance.
Sharkey’s interest in methods for improving 
performance has led him to investigate the strength and 
endurance of cross-country ski racers.
As a coordinator of the U.S. Ski Team Nordic 
Sportsmedicine Council, Sharkey tests ski team members 
before they go to training camp at West Yellowstone each 
fall. Data are gathered on athletes’ body fat, 
lung/pulmonary system, strength and power, oxygen 
uptake and other performance-related factors. Sharkey 
and his assistants assess this information and then advise 
athletes and coaches about areas in which improvement is 
needed and on methods of achieving it.
To understand his data more fully and to give his advice 
more credibility with coaches and athletes, Sharkey 
immersed himself in the sport and engaged in actual 
competition. Based on his research and experience, he 
wrote a book on training for cross-country skiing 
competition that emphasizes endurance and upper-body 
strength.
His study of skiing has included lab and field tests of 
cross-country skiing. Sharkey has even collected EKG 
data during actual races, recording heart-rate responses as 
the skiers go up and down the hills at a furious pace. The 
object of these studies is to determine how long skiers can 
sustain near-maximum performance and then, during 
training, to develop ways to help the athletes sustain even 
higher levels of effort.
He has become an apostle of Nordic, or cross-country, 
skiing, which he describes as an exceptional way to train 
for fitness and health. He extols Nordic skiing’s virtues 
and is at work in sports and fitness organizations 
promoting the continued development of skiing as a 
lifetime sport and personal fitness program.
During the 1984 Winter Olympics in Sarajevo, 
Yugoslavia, Sharkey met with sports scientists from 
around the world and worked on a long-term sports- 
medicine program to ready skiers for the 1980 Olympics in 
Calgary, Alberta.
As one of the originators of the American Coaching 
Effectiveness Program, a certification course for youth 
sports coaches and volunteers, he is often asked to speak 
to international sports-medicine groups. He has been 
invited to address the Olympic Scientific Congress in 
Eugene, Oregon, and a meeting of the International Sports 
Academy in northern Ireland.
Unlike many other researchers, Sharkey has been able 
to benefit personally from his work, and he spreads the 
word, lately on a worldwide basis, about these benefits.
“I practice what 1 preach,” he said. However, that would 
be putting the cart before the horse, according to a 
statement on the cover of Sharkey’s book, Physiology of 
Fitness. It says, “Brian preaches what he practices.” Either 
way, Sharkey continues to search for better performance 
and health.
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The politics of human rights: Shining ideal vs. dark reality
The Holocaust shocked the world into a realization that 
racial discrimination and its consequences could no longer 
be tolerated by civilized people — but good intentions 
alone do not solve problems.
University of Montana historian Paul Gordon Lauren 
notes that the U.N. Charter contains a declaration on 
human rights but that the United Nations has not 
provided the sanctions that would guarantee those rights. 
Except for the United States and a few other Western 
nations, however, most U.N. members, have signed 
treaties or agreed to policies repudiating racial 
discrimination in international affairs.
Lauren stresses that policy decisions affecting 
discrimination and human rights come out of extremely 
complex tangles of politics and diplomacy. As an example, 
he points to South Africa. All African nations are vitally 
concerned at the moment with where control of Namibia 
lies and with South Africa’s policy of apartheid. The 
United States, too, has vital interests in Africa. America 
benefits from South Africa’s wealth and strategic location 
but is ideologically opposed to its racial policy. Yet, the 
United States contends that to officially call for 
condemnation of South Africa would be to violate the 
principle of non-intervention in the internal affairs of 
another nation.
The complexity of the problems account for the 
spectacle of such internationally sanctioned forms of racial 
discrimination as apartheid, immigration quotas, 
colonialism, slavery and imperialism.
Lauren frequently discusses diplomatic and political 
policy on human rights and sovereignty with those who 
make it. Last year he was a delegate to a U.N. conference 
in Geneva at which these topics were treated. His 
participation in such meetings reflects his belief that 
scholars should interact directly with policy-makers. He 
says this interaction makes academicians more effective 
writers, researchers and teachers — and the exposure to 
practical world politics impresses upon them that there are 
no simple answers.
Through a fellowship from the Rockefeller Foundation, 
Lauren has been studying questions of diplomacy and 
human rights since 1980. Last year his research took him 
to Berlin, Munich, Washington and U.N. headquarters in 
New York as well as to the Geneva conference.
He has conducted extensive archival research and 
interviewed expatriates and diplomats from several 
countries — including Third World concerning 
twentieth-century events and policies of racial 
discrimination both in the nation’s internal and 
international affairs. He has published two journal articles 
and is writing a book on politics, diplomacy and 
discrimination. The book deals with how states have 
wrestled with balancing respect for human beings with 
protection of sovereign prerogatives.
Lauren, who teaches UM classes on these topics, was 
the instructor of the first Ambassador Mike Mansfield 
Course in International Relations, “Problems of Peace 
and National Security.”
Lauren has been a UM history faculty member for ten
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Lauren’s book deals with how states have 
wrestled with balancing respect for human 
beings with protection of sovereign rights.
Paul Lauren discusses the political aspects of human rights in his UM office.
years, and his standing as a scholar is well established. He 
earned a B.A. with highest honors at Washington State 
University and M.A. and Ph.D. degrees in history and 
political science at Stanford University, where he also has 
taught on several occasions. Further credentials include 
Woodrow Wilson and Rockefeller Foundation fellowships 
and work as a peace and security consultant in many 
world capitals. He was invited to address officials in the 
U.S. intelligence community on “Ethics, Intelligence and 
National Security” in the summer of 1984. He talked to his 
audience about bridging the gap between academicians 
and policy-makers.
Already present in one of Lauren’s earlier books, 
Diplomacy: New Approaches in History, Theory and 
Policy, is a common thread that runs throughout his 
professional work: his search for ways in which history, 
theory and policy can speak to each other.
His book on politics, diplomacy and discrimination will 
be yet another part of his ongoing concern and work for 
world peace and security.
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Law
MONTCLIRC—Help for hard-pressed courts
I am writing to compliment your organization on a prompt 
and efficient service you have been able to provide to our 
office. We have used your services on several occasions, and 
have been extremely pleased with the results and promptness 
of your replies, either by telephone or letter.
This unsolicited testimonial was sent by Keith Haker, 
Custer County Attorney, to the Montana Criminal Law 
Information Resource Center (MONTCLIRC) in the 
University of Montana Law School.
Like Haker, other criminal law and law enforcement 
officials in a state of small communities and vast distances 
lack up-to-date legal research facilities. If they could not 
turn to MONTCLIRC for information, they would have 
to make long, expensive trips to Missoula or Helena where 
the only adequate law libraries in the state are located.
Since 1976, however, MONTCLIRC has been there to 
provide free legal research services to county and state 
officials involved in criminal law. The information the 
organization supplies reduces the number of appeals, 
retrials and pointless litigation. According to modest 
estimates, this research service saves Montana taxpayers 
more than $200,000 a year.
MONTCLIRC was established in 1976 as a one-year 
pilot project by the Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration (LEAA) to assist Montana judges, county 
attorneys, public defenders, court-appointed counsel, 
sheriffs and other law enforcement officers, probation 
officers and correctional personnel. It is now funded by 
the Supreme Court of Montana. Montana is one of a 
handful of states in which such legal research service is 
available.
MONTCLIRC provides clients with research in criminal 
cases, copies and bibliography of past memos, summaries 
of the latest criminal cases and other materials not readily 
available elsewhere in the state. It also published a book 
on the 1973 Montana Criminal Code.
Qualified users of the free service write or call collect the 
MONTCLIRC office at the University where twenty-eight 
senior and junior UM law students are on hand to serve 
them. The students work under the supervision of James 
T. Ranney, a 1969 graduate of Harvard Law School and a 
former deputy chief of the Appeals Division in the 
Philadelphia District Attorney’s Office.
The student researchers command excellent resources. 
They can consult Ranney any time, and they can also get 
advice from other members of the law faculty, who 
together represent decades of experience in the law and 
who personally drafted the Montana Criminal Code, the 
Montana Code of Criminal Procedure, and the Montana 
Rules of Evidence.
They also have at hand the UM Law School Library, 
which spends about $100,000 a year on updating and 
acquiring materials compared to about $724 spent on the 
average for those purposes by county law libraries.
Another resource open to the researchers is the Law 
School’s new Westlaw Computerized Legal Research 
service, which has an easy-reference data base of full prior­
case decisions and statutes in the United States.
After gathering the information requested, the 
researchers draft memoranda in answer to the questions.
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The UM Law School Library spends about 
$100,000 a year updating and acquiring 
materials.
Usually the questioner receives an answer within ten days. 
Memos are cross-referenced and stored in MONTCLIRC’s 
growing files, which can provide immediate answers to 
previously handled issues. Past memoranda are also given 
to private legal counsel on request.
For example, MONTCLIRC advised the Big Horn 
County Attorney on a sticky issue concerning the Miranda 
rule, which requires arrested people to hear their rights 
read to them. Not only did the prosecutor receive needed 
information in ten days, but the student researcher 
benefited by gaining in-depth experience in a particular 
area of the law, and research results were filed for future 
easy retrieval.
MONTCLIRC receives fifty to sixty requests a month. 
They come from prosecutors and defense counsel in 
almost exactly equal numbers. Judges are the next most 
frequent requesters of information. Requests have come 
from almost every county in Montana.
Users frequently praise the center for its high-quality 
work and assistance. Ranney says user evaluations rate 
MONTCLIRC in the excellent category nearly 80 percent 
of the time. Many users report that MONTCLIRC’s quick 
and low-cost information has saved them time and money. 
For example, a MONTCLIRC memo often results in a 
guilty plea or in dropping charges.
“We can do research twice as well, twice as fast and at 
half the cost of what it would otherwise be to users,” 
Ranney says.
As one indicator of the quality of the research, he 
mentions that students have published articles based on 
their research in law-review journals. One student’s 
research on bail provisions and their histories is expected 
to result in three articles.
The student researchers work part time during the 
school year. In the summer, three or more law students 
work full time. Most student researchers are in the top 
third of their classes and, Ranney says, they have 
sharpened their legal ability and knowledge through law 
classes and extensive writing.
Much of the MONTCLIRC research is the same kind of 
work that law clerks do for federal judges, so the students 
get broad practical experience in legal research techniques 
in both general and specialized areas. MONTCLIRC also 
provides students with the experience of working for a 
large number of lawyers, judges and officials.
“We are training attorneys who are gaining an 
invaluable experience which will benefit Montana for 
years and years,” Ranney comments.
MONTCLIRC research has resulted in legislation and 
changes in law. The center now is assembling a package of 
information on areas that need changes to correct obvious 
mistakes, some of which have been noted in Montana 
Supreme Court decisions as needing to be remedied.
An example of a needed statutory change is found in the 
state’s repeat-offender clause in the drunk-driving law. 
Though the Legislature intended the definition of a prior 
conviction to include earlier convictions outside the state, 
the law as written omitted that detail. MONTCLIRC 
discovered the omission and will suggest legislative action 
to fix the law.
In its effect on Montana law, MONTCLIRC can act as 
a “mini-supreme court,” providing practicing lawyers 
guidelines for proper legal procedure, thereby possibly 
eliminating some costly and time consuming actual 
supreme court cases.
James Ranney
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Sanat K. Dhungel, left, chief warden of Royal Chitwan National Park in Nepal, talks with Bart O’Gara about 
field research he did on hog deer in the park. Dhungel is working for a doctorate at UM.
What does a Bengal tiger have for lunch?
Preserving the Bengal tiger in Nepal was the object of the 
Tiger Ecology Project initiated by the Smithsonian 
Institution and the Royal Nepalese government in 1973. 
Results indicated that tigers need wild prey and natural 
habitat to thrive.
Several studies stemming from the original project 
investigated the ecological elements that make up the 
tiger’s world and enhanced comprehensive preservation. 
One such project, undertaken by Sanat K. Dhungel, chief 
warden of Royal Chitwan National Park, concerned one 
of the tiger’s primary wild prey, the hog deer.
Dhungel is now at the University of Montana doing 
doctoral work involving the analysis and report on his 
study of the Chitwan Park hog deer. His thesis adviser is 
Bart O’Gara, director of the Montana Cooperative 
Wildlife Research Unit, based on the UM campus.
Dhungel first came to UM in 1980 to visit students 
whom he had known when they were Peace Corps 
volunteers in Nepal. He had just finished his master’s 
degree at Yale and was on his way back to Nepal. Later, 
through contacts with O’Gara and UM botany professor 
Mark Behan, who was in Nepal in 1982 on a Fulbright 
fellowship, Dhungel was able to obtain grants from the 
National Science Foundation and the Smithsonian 
Institution.
The hog deer are endangered in several areas of Asia
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Hog deer, the wild prey of Bengal tigers, are an 
endangered species in several areas of Asia.
makes up a large, preferred portion of the tiger’s native 
range.
As chief warden of the Chitwan Park, Dhungel is a 
policy-maker and planner. He is also charged with 
protecting the area from poaching, directing tourism, 
controlling concessions and supervising rangers and 
wardens. A policy for preserving habitat for the hog deer 
and tiger would benefit many other species found in the 
Terai region, he says. Some of those animals include the 
Indian rhinoceros, guar (wild cattle), sloth bears and wild 
boars.
Dhungel’s research will help shape an overall park 
management plan, and he hopes that it will serve as a 
model for other areas of Asia.
O’Gara comments that as poor as some Third World 
countries are and as valuable as land is to them, they still 
surprisingly set aside large parks as wildlife preserves. 
Many of the parks were once the private hunting reserves 
for royalty, just as Chitwan was.
Countries like Nepal, in an effort to preserve their 
valuable natural resources, encourage their wildlife 
managers to get strong educations. O’Gara says the 
reputations of UM and the Wildlife Research Unit have 
attracted many undergraduate and graduate students from 
Asia and Africa through the years.
Hog Deer
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and are vulnerable to decimation in many other areas, 
including Nepal, because their grassland habitats are 
attractive for farmland.
O’Gara says no one has studied the hog deer in detail 
before, so Dhungel’s research is the first in-depth 
information on the deer’s ecology, behavior, morphology, 
home ranges and movements. Dhungel spent twenty-three 
months as principal investigator for the Tiger Ecology 
Project, gathering data on the little-known hog deer, 
which is one of four deer species that tigers may prey upon 
in Nepal.
The hog deer are reddish-brown, with markings, ears 
and antlers much like those of the North American 
whitetail deer. They have a broad range in Asia, inhabiting 
tall grasslands like those in Nepal’s southern Terai region, 
where Chitwan Park is located. Dhungel’s field studies, 
conducted in the 400-square-mile park, gathered 
information on the hog deer’s ecological requirements and 
behavior.
Dhungel and his assistants captured ninety-five hog 
deer, measured their morphological features and marked 
them for observation and density studies. Radio collars 
fitted on twenty-two of the deer traced their activity 
patterns—including details about their remains and 
circumstances as they fell prey to tigers, leopards or other 
causes of mortality.
From the swaying back of an elephant, Dhungel found 
it difficult to make useful field observations of deer 
darting through twenty-five-foot high grass. To solve the 
problem, he built two enclosures in which he placed six 
deer. He collected data on their behavioral and social 
patterns to supplement information collected in the wild 
on breeding and fawning activities, herd size, male-to- 
female ratios and use of alarm calls.
From the data he has collected and analyzed so far, 
Dhungel found that the hog deer constitute up to forty- 
five percent of the tiger’s prey, depending on conditions. 
He discovered that deer make up about one-third or more 
of the tiger’s entire diet.
His study determined that hog deer inhabit only grassy 
areas and would be the first deer species to disappear in 
the face of agricultural encroachment, when farmers burn 
the grasslands for fields. Dhungel predicts that the deer’s 
demise would force tigers and leopards to pressure other 
wild species and prey more on domestic livestock, creating 
more problems. He adds that the hog deer habitat also
Psychology
Monkeying around with Pac Man
rolls down a chute to Albert’s left. He pops the 
marshmallow into his mouth and still chewing, returns his 
attention to the screen.
Albert, a 10-year-old rhesus monkey, spends about four
Jamming down the joystick, Albert guides a gobbling 
Pac-Man figure across the video screen, past a banana— 
shaped figure to a red rectangle. As the figure devours the 
rectangle, yellow lights flash and a miniature marshmallow
Shelly Williams, a research assistant in the psychology department, records data on Albert's performance as she watches him on 
video monitors.
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hours a week playing video games at the University of 
Montana. He is helping Steve Lavender, a 24-year-old 
graduate student in psychology, find a good way to 
measure the effects of poor nutrition on learning.
Lavender likes working with Albert because unlike 
humans Albert is always on time and works cheap.
Albert doesn’t seem to mind the marshmallows he gets 
for playing games.
Working with psychology department chairman David 
Strobel, Lavender’s first goal is to teach eight rhesus 
monkeys how to play the video games which he and 
Strobel design.
Later, the researchers want to use the monkeys’ game 
performances to judge how diets deficient in zinc, copper 
and protein affect behavior. Lavender said other studies 
have suggested that animals with zinc-deficient diets fail to 
learn from their errors.
The study is funded in part by a grant from the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture.
The researchers speculate that the games could also be 
used to test foraging behavior in animals, including 
humans. They hope to design a computer program in 
which the monkeys could forage with the Pac-Man figure 
for either high- or low-nutritional foods to see which they 
prefer.
Lavender is optimistic about the versatility of video 
games for use in experiments. He said they enable 
researchers to run several different tests without changing
Albert intently watches the screen as he manipulates a joystick 
to maneuver the Pac-Man figure.
the apparatus and also allow self-paced testing.
Lavender said the University of Montana is the only 
place he knows of where such tests are under way.
Although Albert has become remarkably skillful at 
video games, his playing has certain pecularities. Rather 
than gobble up all the colored bananas and rectangles on 
the screen, Albert usually steers the Pac-Man figure to the 
objects at the bottom.
After picking off the bottom three and reaping his 
marshmallow rewards, Albert simply waits 60 seconds for 
the rectangles to reappear and then heads for the same 
three again.
The researchers said the monkeys all have strong biases 
toward a certain direction. Lavender is altering the 
program to hasten reinforcement and encourage the 
monkeys to forage across the entire screen.
Albert and the other monkeys play in a phone-booth 
size apparatus equipped with a video screen and a 
horizontal joystick. They sit in a clear plastic chair which 
positions their heads in front of the screen.
Strobel said that while other researchers often 
anesthetize monkeys to put them in the chairs, he and 
Lavender have taught their monkeys to climb into the 
chairs for food rewards.
Folk-rock music is piped into the playing booths to cut 
down on noise interference from outside.
To avoid distracting the monkeys, the researchers 
observe them playing on one TV monitor and watch the 
game action on another.
Lavender often finds himself rooting for the monkeys. 
“It’s like watching your home team play,” he said.
Lavender and Strobel said they chose the Pac-Man 
figure because they thought the monkeys could understand 
its ravenous mouth and that the figure’s movement would 
focus the monkeys’ attention.
The researchers have developed a new program in which 
the monkeys could play against a “black-ghost” predator 
figure. The ghost would compete with the monkeys’ Pac- 
Man figure for apples and bananas on the screen. The 
ghost could also eat the Pac-Man, ending the game for 10 
seconds.
Lavender said the program was developed in the hope 
of speeding up the monkeys’ responses.
Since beginning the experiment, Lavender is playing 
more video games himself. He said he goes into video 
arcades to get new graphics ideas for the experiment.
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The legacy of Black Elk
Late in the summer of 1947 a young man anxiously 
approached a tent in a Nebraska migrant worker camp. 
The young man was Joseph Epes Brown. The tent 
belonged to an old Sioux Indian named Black Elk, and 
for months Brown had been criss-crossing the West and 
Midwest searching for him.
Brown had learned of Black Elk the previous spring, 
when as a college senior he read John Neihardt’s Black 
Elk Speaks, the story, as recounted to Neihardt, of a 
young Oglala Sioux’s childhood vision and his 
subsequent life as a medicine man during the wars that 
ended the plains Indian way of life. A philosophy major, 
Brown has a life-long interest in American Indians, and 
he read every book on the subject he could find.
“I thought there was something important there, 
something relevant to our world,” says Brown.
He wrote to Neihardt to find out if Black Elk was still 
alive. Neihardt’s answer was discouraging. Black Elk was 
alive, but, Neihardt wrote, “He won’t talk to you. Come 
and see me.”
Instead, Brown bought an old truck, built a camper on 
the bed and headed west to look for Black Elk. Four 
months later he was on the verge of success, but 
Neihardt’s advice nagged at him. “What if he refuses to 
talk with me?”
During his search Brown had visited many tribes and 
had been “adopted” by two. He had also been given a 
pipe and taught to use it. At the entrance to Black Elk’s 
tent he took out the pipe, filled it and stepped inside.
“1 sat beside him and said nothing, simply sat next to 
him,” Brown recalls. “I lit the pipe, and we passed it back 
and forth. I was getting nervous because of Neihardt’s 
advice. . . .
“When we finished the pipe, he asked me why it had 
taken so long to get there. I was startled. How did he 
know I was coming?”
Black Elk asked Brown to return with him to the Pine 
Ridge Reservation. For a year he lived with Black Elk’s 
family, hunting for them and listening as Black Elk 
described the Seven Rites of the Sioux. He returned each 
summer until Black Elk’s death in 1950.
Black Elk’s lore became the basis of Brown’s first and 
best-known book, The Sacred Pipe. It is still in print and 
widely used in college courses on Native American 
religion and culture.
That there are such courses at UM and elsewhere is 
due in large part to Brown. He had found his calling, the 
study of Native American religion, but it was a calling 
without a profession. In the American academic world no 
such field existed. He began graduate work in 
anthropology, changing universities once and finally 
earning a master’s degree, but he was never entirely 
comfortable in that discipline.
Ironically he had to leave the United States to find a 
mentor who could help him toward a doctorate in Native 
American religions. The prolific Swedish scholar Ake 
Hultkrantz, who had written hundreds of articles and 
books on Native American religion, invited Brown to 
study under him. Brown accepted and earned his 
doctorate in Stockholm.
But the problem wasn’t solved. Brown hoped to teach 
the history of Native American religion, but countless
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letters to colleges and universities brought no 
encouragement. Then one day, out of the blue, he got a 
letter from Indiana University asking him to come and 
do exactly what he had hoped to do.
In two years at Indiana he developed courses and 
taught huge classes of 500 to 600 students. This was the 
late ’60s and among young people there was enormous 
interest in alternative lifestyles, among them those of the 
American Indian.
Then in 1971 Ray Hart, who started the University of 
Montana’s Religious Studies Department, offered Brown 
a job. Brown, who says, “I didn’t feel at home in Indiana.
Joseph Epes Brown at age 24 shown with Black Elk in 1947.
Too many trees,” jumped at the chance to return to the 
West. He wanted to be closer to the tribes, and wanted to 
have more Native American students in his classes. “They 
keep you honest,” he says.
At UM he completed the job of bringing academic 
legitimacy to the study of Native American religions. He 
succeeded in establishing a section on Native American 
Religion within the American Academy of Religion, and 
he chaired it for five years.
Brown has published nearly fifty papers and articles 
and six books, not counting translations. The most recent 
is The Spiritual Legacy of the American Indian 
(Crossroad, 1982). Brown could easily rest on his laurels. 
Yet he remains an active contributer to his field. He 
recently collaborated with British filmmaker Stephen 
Cross on the film Walking in a Sacred Manner, and he is 
editing a book about Native American spirituality. Its 
inclusion in a twenty-six-volume series on world 
spirituality is a capstone of sorts to years of work for 
recognition that the Native American tradition has a 
legitmate place among the world’s religions.
After Black Elk’s death Brown continued to be close to 
Black Elk’s son and daughter-in-law until they too died. 
Today he keeps in touch with several grandchildren. Each 
spring and summer he attends Sundance ceremonies, and 
with one of his daughters, he is completing a life history 
of an old Crow woman. But Brown no longer spends as 
much time on reservations as he once did.
“Keeping contacts alive takes enormous amounts of 
time,” he says. “You don’t just breeze in and say ‘Hi.’ 
You have to settle in for a few weeks so that things 
unfold easily.”
Brown believes deeply that Native American traditions 
will endure. Increasing interest and participation by 
young Indians buoy his optimism. For years many Indian 
practices and traditions persisted underground in the face 
of active proscription by the government. “Native 
Americans,” he says, “have great skill in accommodating 
two worlds.”
It is a skill Brown shares. For years he has successfully 
bridged the chasms between the world of formal 
academics and the worlds of many tribes. That there are 
bridges at all is a tribute to Brown and a vindication of 
his conviction as a young man that in the traditions and 
beliefs of the Native American peoples “there was 
something important, something relevant to our world.”
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Stella Duncan Memorial Research Institute
Young approach to the 'old' question
may occur because radiation and carcinogens in the 
environment cause cells to malfunction and eventually die. 
Others have suggested that aging is the result of natural 
wear and tear; perhaps the body simply wears itself out.
UM reserach professor Barbara Wright and graduate student Margaret Butler of Melbourne, Florida, discuss the use of computer 
models to integrate and analyze data that may shed light on the aging process.
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Why does an organism grow old and die?
Researchers have been trying to answer that question 
for decades and recently have devised several promising 
theories. For instance, some researchers believe that aging
Still others theorize that a genetic “program” in an 
organism’s cells limits its life span.
Now Barbara E. Wright, research professor and director 
of the Stella Duncan Memorial Institute at the University 
of Montana, has proposed a new approach. She believes 
that aging results from multiple causes—that it occurs as 
an interaction among genes, cell metabolism and structure, 
and the environment.
If aging is such a multifaceted process, then no single 
theory concentrating on a single cause, such as genetic 
programming, will ever be able to explain it. A more 
complete explanation is essential if scientists are to 
understand aging and learn to slow it down. Thus Wright 
advocates a “systems analysis” of aging, a simultaneous 
study of all the physiological events that occur as an 
organism ages and dies.
“Once the complexity of the aging process is
Wright examines aging as a multifaceted 
process.
acknowledged, the necessity of a systems analysis will be 
inescapable,” she says.
Since an organism ages as a whole, the only way to 
analyze aging is as an entire system in a living organism. 
Duplicating its metabolic processes one by one in vitro 
wouldn’t show how those processes affect one another in a 
living system. Wright and her colleagues work with 
Dictyosteliiim, a simple organism with only two cell types. 
In contrast, a human being has 150 different cell types.
Because of the processes of evolution, the biochemical 
changes that occur as a result of aging in simple organisms 
like Dictyostelium are likely to occur in more complex 
ones like humans. But Wright chose Dictyostelium over a 
single-celled microbe because an organism with just one 
cell type wouldn’t be able to show how the different cell 
types of a multicelled organism might interact.
Even the metabolic processes of the simplest creatures 
are enormously complex. Wright and her colleagues are 
able to analyze Dictyostelium only through the use of 
computer models that approximate its life functions. They 
have constructed and compared models of young, mature 
and old Dictyostelium organisms to learn about the 
changes that occur as Dictyostelium ages. Using these 
data, they have been able to predict certain changes in the 
organism over time, verifying their predictions by 
comparison with the living system. About thirty of their 
predictions, or ninety percent, have thus far proven 
correct.
“We are not looking at the ‘beginning’ or the ‘cause’ of 
aging in this model system,” Wright says. “We just study 
all the variables and try to understand their relationships.”
Wright was formerly an associate professor of 
microbiology and molecular genetics at Harvard Medical 
School and research director of the Department of 
Developmental Biology at the Boston Biomedical 
Research Institute. She has been studying the effects of 
aging since 1961 and has received over $2.5 million in 
grants to carry out her research.
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When is a brookie not a brookie?
You don’t expect a trout fisherman to tell the absolute 
truth when expounding on the size of the fish he hooked, 
but surely you can believe him when he tells you what 
kind it was, can’t you?
Not necessarily, according to University of Montana 
scientists who are studying trout species in the state. They 
say coloration, spotting pattern and other externals are 
not reliable indicators of identity. The angler might 
honestly think he landed a brookie, but he might be wrong 
because appearances can be deceiving.
Fred Allendorf, associate professor of zoology at UM, 
says the only way to be sure what kind of fish dangles on 
the end of the line is to take it to a genetics laboratory for 
a protein analysis.
Allendorf, who heads the genetics lab in the UM 
zoology department, says cases of mistaken identity are 
due to the introduction into Montana waters of species 
not native to the state, such as brook trout from the east 
and rainbow trout from the West Coast. Their presence 
in Montana streams inhabited by native trout has 
resulted in the mixing by interbreeding of the genetic 
material of the natives and the aliens.
The UM zoologist says cross breeding between the 
native westslope cutthroat trout and the introduced 
rainbow or Yellowstone cutthroat trout will produce 
offspring in which the gene pools of each species are so 
mixed—or as the geneticists say, “introgressed”—that pure 
sets of genes for either species disappear from the breeding 
population. When that happens, the native population no 
longer exists as a pure species.
He points out that as the gene pools of the two species 
intermingle, bodily characteristics that were once very 
distinct become indistinguishable.
“No longer can precise identification be made,” he says, 
“because of the jumbling of the characteristics, especially 
because often the external characteristics will not reflect 
the presence of the introduced genes. Outside a fish may 
look exactly like a perfect textbook description of a native 
trout, but inside—genetically—it contains genes from both 
the native and the introduced fish.
“With the stocking of waters in the past with hatchery 
rainbow trout from the West Coast and Yellowstone 
cutthroat trout from Yellowstone Lake, an alarming 
decrease in the number of pure populations of these native 
trout species is occurring; in fact, they are in danger of 
extinction.”
Allendorf says the Montana Department of Fish, 
Wildlife and Parks (MDFWP) is concerned about this 
decline in pure populations of native trout species in 
Montana waters, and George B. Holton, assistant
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administrator for the fisheries division of the MDFWP, is 
working with UM geneticists in an effort to identify and 
preserve the few remaining populations.
Allendorf and Holton have confirmed Holton’s idea 
that rainbow trout are apparently native to some 
tributaries in extreme northwestern Montana; however, 
most hatchery strains of rainbow trout in the state are 
derived from coastal rainbows. While the inland rainbow 
trout in the Kootenai drainage are almost certainly native, 
other populations in the area contain genes from both 
native and introduced rainbow trout, confirming that 
many populations of native trout have become extinct.
What has happened, according to Allendorf, is that the 
native fish have been replaced by a new, mixed fish with 
both native- and introduced-trout genes. The new fish 
probably are not so well adapted to their habitat as the 
native fish were, so their survival could be in doubt.
What do introgression and its consequences mean for 
the fish managers and the fishermen?
Allendorf and graduate student Robb Leary are 
working with state and federal wildlife officials in an 
attempt to find answers. Their data indicate that the 
hybridization and introgression between fishes in nature 
may also result in reduced ability to reproduce as well as 
in the loss of native-trout gene pools.
Leary says, “The most important concern is that we 
know little more about these ‘new’ fishes we have created 
than the fact they are probably the most common fishes in 
Montana.”
Allendorf adds that management policies are based on 
the biology of pure fish populations and nobody really 
knows if this biology applies to the introgressed fish.
Introgression might actually produce a better big-fish 
factory. Waters with introgressed populations are known 
to yield very large fish. Is this because of the environment 
or because of “hybrid vigor,” that is, the potential of 
hybrids to be bigger than their parents? The researchers 
aren’t sure.
Even though introgression might not be such a bad 
thing in some ways, it is MDFWP policy to reduce its 
incidence in order to preserve remaining pure native trout 
populations. To do this, Montana waters must be stocked 
with native species or with species incompatible for 
breeding with natives. The MDFWP is already doing this.
The work Allendorf and his associates are doing is a 
tool used by both state and federal government in the 
management of Montana’s freshwater trout populations. 
This work with native Montana trout is only one aspect of 
broader studies of the genetics, evolution and conservation 
of trout and salmon.
For these studies, he has received about $500,000 in 
grants since 1980 from the National Science Foundation, 
U.S. Department of Agriculture, U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Agency, National Park Service and the Great Lakes 
Fishery Commission.
His research has attracted international attention. 
Several national and international organizations have 
funded presentations by Allendorf and his students at 
meetings in Stockholm, New Delhi, Toronto and other 
cities.
Among the honors Allendorf has received was a NATO 
Fellowship in 1978 at the University of Nottingham, Great 
Britain. One of his students, Robb Leary, was awarded the 
1984 Dobzhansky Prize by the Society for the Study of 
Evolution given annually to an outstanding young 
scientist working in the field of evolutionary genetics.
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